Thank you for your purchase;
Please read the instructions carefully before using the normal operation, after reading it you should keep for at any view; the use of this instrument is the beauty of healthy skin care as a precondition,
for cosmetic purposes is prohibited to use for therapeutic purposes or sale.

1. Panel Instruction:

![Panel Instruction Diagram]

**Back scheme**

- Power switch socket
- Energy Hammer
- eye pen
- Ice Frozen
- Electrophor
- Mesotherap
- Main power
2、Accessory:

- eye pen
- Mesotherapy head
- Electrophoresis head
- Ice Frozen head
- Energy Hammer

3、Operating principle:

No needle beauty plastic therapy can be replace needle beauty, with water electrophoresis plastic therapy, same technology and comprehensive in the active ingredient or nutrients needed directly transported to skin tissues, quickly absorbed by skin tissue from the surfaces, remarkable curative effect. Compared with the pure beauty products, no needle beauty of effective absorption rate plastic therapy greatly increased. Fundamental will solve all the skin facing skin membrane barrier and transdermal problem, this one achievement can make skin younger short-term inside can become reality, greatly shorten the duration, becomes 2008-2010 beauty of tom.com.

Electricity perforation: direct role in the skin, the instant enhance permeability of the skin tissue. In shock, under the action of lipid layer of cells forming shock holes. In shock at the same time, make pore forming previously cannot be cells to absorb the hydrophilic molecules to penetrate and get inside cells. Use electrophoresis energy osmosis technology open cell membrane water channels, osmosis membrane, through the hair follicle, the sweat gland and corneous layer, in order to promote circulation.

Electricity penetration: main role in scattered material molecular, to help its smooth penetrate into skin and internal, of the same character, for example, charge mutually exclusive molecular ShiJiaZheng current positive nutrition nutrition molecule, push the skin tissues. At this time, neutral molecules through and into the skin is a interior. Under the effect of cell membrane in electrophoresis temporarily appear microporous physical process, the result is cells increased significantly, internal and external molecular exchange of cells to absorb all kinds of drugs, genetic material, proteins and other molecules, such as electric cancel microporous close without any impact of cells.

4、Instrument accessories:
1. Electrophoresis head 1pcs
2. Mesotherapy head 1pcs
3. Frozen head 1pcs
4. Beautiful eye pen 1pcs
5. power line 1pcs

5. Technical Parameter:
1. Voltage: 100~240V
2. Working Voltage: ≤12V
3. Currency: ≤2.08A
4. Power: ≤25W
5. Bipolar Radio Frequency: 100-500KHZ
6. Ultrasonic Rang: 0.3~0.5MHz
7. BIO Output: 20-60HZ
8. G.W/N.W: 8/5.5kg
9. Package: 370*370*300MM

6. Project guide:
1. Whitening and anti-wrinkle
2. Ascension, tightening
3. Sculpture facial contour
4. Convergence chin
5. Remove neck tattoo
6. Contractive pore, calm, allergy
7. Improve eye problems (eye end lines, pouch, black rim of the eye)

7. Operating steps:
1. Accessories connection: according to the apparatus map will accessories and instrument connection (ensure connection correct).
2. Power connection: will the power cord and instruments of power supply socket connection behind, will red power switch, the panel suggested that the instrument digital window into the working status.
3. According to the above for standby start/pause button, time display window, instrument began flashing in decimal work, the default time for 30 minutes (time can freely adjust).
4. Then refer to panel free adjustment of the corresponding key schematic.

8. Nursing steps:
Pseudo perforation - hot with electricity penetration - beauty eye care – frozen
1. The wall head: through strong vibration wave open cell wall forms facial pseudo
perforation, facilitate product absorption.

2. Electrophoresis head: through water channel protein note permeability high-frequency waves have pay stimulate cell, cell friction heat generation, effective supplement the cell gap, activate the lazy cell, make dull skin ruddy luster, restore skin elasticity, smooth wrinkles, ascension, tightening.

3. Beautiful eye pen: through ion wave to stimulate the eye cells, solve the six problem. The eye Head: can blockade frozen water and nutrients, improve rough pore, facial allergy problems.

9. Nursing processes

1. Skin cleanness: use uninstalling liquid and grandma clean the skin completely oil and dirt.

2. Skin perforation: using fuwa perforation with human body skin, head role if is water soluble products can be used syringes, push the fuwa perforation head internal; If non water-soluble products (such as cream, waiting, gel etc), is the first product evenly distributed in the skin surface, then use fuwa perforation head massage, open pore, comprehensive and noninvasive through the inner cell channel, make the skin produce shock hole, but at the same time, into the skin surface, for products without needle broken wall ready, operating forehead, sideways operation with the detector, the edge can be both contacts operation. (half facial use time for five minutes)

3. No needle broken wall: customer hands handholding energy induction hammer, with no needle broken wall beautician effect on customer skin, head in turn adjusting energy intensity and broken wall hammer head intensity, put has been skin surface evenly absorbed by electroshocks hole injection essence of deep skin, let skin cells lining until deep absorb, make the best of passive the cosmetology effect in one go. (half facial use time for 10 minutes; effect on forehead, energy hammer intensity adjustment is 1-4 files, broken wall head strength for four to six gears. Note: after operating without needle broken wall please adjust head strength for "00")

4. Frozen skin: product injection, for make nutritional not easy loss and volatile, with intelligent closed head do closed firming skin, shut off the shock hole, make the skin get nutrition in the most perfect consolidate. (half facial use time for five minutes)

5. Facial apply film: the whole face no needle broken wall after operation, apply the instrument a level after membrane (choice), according to project has consolidated effect, soothe skin effect. (the whole piece facial for 10 minutes)

10. Application:

1. Facial skin reforming improvement
   (1) oily, pore bulky, cutin layer thickness  Purify skin, remove extra thick cutin.Pore purifying, decomposition grease, smooth and firm the pores, restore clear and
(2) color of skin dark heavy, fatigue, pale, edema, active oxygen skin, accelerate the oxygen to absorb, improve circulation dark dumb.
(3) mature, relaxation, dry, wrinkles, dry ascending firming, tighten droopy skin, deep added moisture, stimulating collagen formation. Updated skin, stimulate cell lining, accelerate cells division regeneration, restore young skin condition.

2, eye care eliminate under-eye and pouch, leave the appearance of fine lines, relieve edema, eliminate eye fatigue

3, slimming treatment
(1) cellulite repelled cellulite, smooth skin.
(2) edema subsidise frivolous, improved blood vessel, edema of lymph circulation.
(3) after slimming flabby skin tight slack skin, ascending tightening.

11. Precaution:
1, the skin has wound, avoid the wound operation.
2, those suffering from epilepsy forbidden doing
3, heart disease (such as arrhythmia person), especially those with heart pacemaker forbidden doing.
4, cancer patients ban to do
5, infectious disease patients forbidden to do.
6, pregnant forbidden to do.
7, major surgery patients, people with diabetes forbidden to do.
8, have any metal in the body forbidden to do.

12. Maintenance:
This machine since the acquisition date (by notes) a year, one year warranty hosts a free repair quality problems arise, a year after such as problems will collect maintenance costs. Parts warranty six months, six months appear quality problem, free of charge, six months after maintenance fees charged parts. Other has been guarantee deadline, yi ke is responsible for maintenance, charge of spare parts and consumables costprice.

For the following use personal causes of failure, not provide free warranty service. Without authorization, to modify this product disassembly caused by fault; Careless use of the inferno, caused by fault; fall Due to lack of maintenance fault caused by reasonable; Didn't press instructions caused the correct guidance of the fault. Appendix

13. Treatment steps

1. Facial nursing: Facelift and fleck ridding
Step1 Time needed: 20 minutes, Step1 to Step3
1. Muscles: Musculus depressor labii inferioris. Musculus
zygomaticu. Depressor muscle of angle of mouth.

Movement: Along the direction of arrowheads, one hand will move upwards and the other one will move downwards vertically.

Effect: To improve double chin and loosen skin.


Movement: One hand will fix in the center of the chin and the other one will pull out from the corners of the mouth.

Effect: To reinforce the muscle of the chin, uplift the corners of the mouth and make the shape of lips more obvious.


Movement:
A. One hand will fix at the corners of the mouth and the other one will push towards the corners of the mouth. This movement will last for five seconds. B. One hand will fix at the philtrum and the other one will push from the corners of the mouth to the philtrum. This movement will last for five seconds.


Movement: Put one hand by one side of the nose and the other hand will push the muscle upwards from the corners of the mouth.

Effect: To get rid of nasolabial furrow and the furrow on the two sides of the nose.


Movement: One hand will fix in the center of the cheek and the other one will push the muscle upwards.

Effect: To reinforce the muscle in the cheek and uplift the muscle.


Movement: One hand will fix at the side of the ear and the other one will push from the corners of the mouth to the side
of the ear.

Effect: To get rid of nasolabial furrow and uplift the cheek.


Movement:
A. One hand will fix on the cheekbone and the other one will push the muscle upwards from the corners of the mouth.
B. One hand will fix at the temple and by the eyes and the other one will push from the cheekbone to the temple.

Effect: To uplift the cheek, the tails of the eyes and the corners of the mouth.

Movement: One hand will fix 2mm inside the skin of the head and the other one will push upwards along the temple for about 10 seconds.

Effect: To uplift the tails of the eyes and the tails of the brows.

2. Muscles: Orbicular muscle of eye
Movement: One hand will fix by the inner side of the cathus and the other one will slowly and gently push inwards from the tails of the eyes for five seconds. And the operation for the upper eyelid and the lower eyelid will be carried out respectively.

Effect: To get rid of crow’s-feet, edema by the eyes, dark circle and pouches.

10. Muscles: Corrugator.
Movement: One hand will fix at the upper part of the brows and the other one will push upwards from the lower part of the brows.

Effect: To uplift the brows and improve upffiness of the upper eyelid.

Movement: The two hands will be placed at the upper part, the central part and the lower part of
the brows and pull out towards converse directions.  
Effect: To avoid the generation of furrows on the forehead.

Movement: The two hands will be placed in the center of the forehead and pull out vertically in converse directions.  
Effect: To get rid of horizontal forehead lines.

Movement: One hand will fix 2mm inside the skin of the head and the other one will push inwards from the center of the forehead to the skin of the head.  
Effect: To get rid of the forehead lines.

Movement: One hand will fix along the sideline of the skin of the head and the other one will uplift from the brows for about five seconds.  
Effect: To uplift the brows and reinforce musculus fronta

Movement: The two hands will be placed at the core between the two brows and will slowly pull out in converse directions.  
Effect: To get rid of the furrows between the two brows.

Movement: The two hands will be placed at the core between the two brows and will pull out in diagonal direction.

Movement: One hand will fix at one side of the neck and the other one will move from the center of the neck to the side of the neck.  
Effect: To reinforce the muscle of the neck and prevent
looseness.

Movement:
A. One hand will fix at the contact of the neck and the other one will push upwards from the center of the neck. B. One hand will fix at the central part of the neck and the other one will move upwards from the lower part of the neck.
Effect: To reinforce the muscle of the neck and prevent looseness

Step 2:
1. Operate on the layer of corium and supply the layer with energy generated by bioelectricity.
2. Operate at each part for 10 seconds according to the order in the following figure.(Gently squeeze muscles with the two hands)
3. Movement 1: Operate in the center of the neck and pull out from the two sides.
Movement 2-10: Put the two hands horizontally and squeeze towards the center.
Movement 6: The operation is close to the eyes and is designed as Face 1

Step 3:
1. Operate on the layer of scarfskin.
2. Carry out nursing in the z-shaped direction with the belly-finger of the middle finger of each hand from above to below or gently flip on the skin with the belly-finger.

13. PRODUCT SERVICE & REPAIR:
1. The equipment is guaranteed for one year since date of purchase (in presence of purchase proof), and we will repair free of any charge for any quality problems within one year, and we will charge for repairs in connection with the quality problems occurring beyond one year. The parts are guaranteed for six months, and we will repair free of any charge for any quality problems within six months, and we will charge for repairs in connection with the quality problems occurring beyond six months. We can provide repair services for others beyond guarantee period and just charge the cost of parts and consumables.
2. We will not provide free repair services for the following failures caused by personal actions.
1) Failures caused by personal disassembly and reassembly;
2) Failures caused by careless fall or drops;
3) Failures arising from lack of proper maintenance;
4) Failures arising from the operations not in compliance with the instructions.
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